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Abstract—Inspired by studies of interpersonal coordinations,
we assumed that unintentional synchrony is a fundamental
parameter to initiate and maintain Human Machine interactions.
We developed a neural model allowing a robot to synchronize its
behavior depending on human movement frequency, and thus to
choose this partner on the basis of synchrony detection between
its own learned dynamic and the visual stimuli induced by the
human. To confirm or deny our assumptions we presented here
a psychological study to measure unintentional synchronization
during Unidirectional and Bidirectional Human Robot Inter-
action using our previously proposed model for initiating the
interaction and focusing the robot attention on a selected partner.
The experimental results demonstrated that bidirectional intuitive
interaction leading to possible unintentional synchronization is
primordial to obtain natural human robot interactions using
minimal cognitive load (unintentional behavior).

I. INTRODUCTION

As robots start moving closer to our social and daily
lives, issues of agency, sociality and believability become more
important. However, despite noticeable advances in Human
Robot Interaction (HRI), the developed technologies induce
two major drawbacks: (i) HRI are highly demanding, (ii)
humans have to adapt their way of thinking to the poten-
tial and limitations of the Robot. Thereby, HRI induce an
important cognitive load which question the acceptability of
the future robot. Consequently, we can address the question of
understanding and mastering the development of pleasant yet
efficient human robot interactions which increase self- esteem,
engagement (or pleasure), and efficacy of the human when
interacting with the machine.

In this race for more user-friendly HRI systems (robotic
companion, intelligent objects etc.), working on the technical
features (the design of appearance and superficial traits of
behavior) can contribute to some partial solutions for punctual
or short- term interactions. For instance, a major focus of
interest has been put on the expressiveness and the appearance
of robots and avatars [1] [2][3]. Yet, theses approaches have
neglected the importance of understanding the dynamics of the
interactions.

In our opinion, intuitive communication refers to the ability
of the robot to detect the crucial signals of the interaction
and use them to adapt one’s dynamics to the other’s behavior.

In fact, this central issue is highly dependent on the robot’s
capacities to sense the human world and interact with it in
ways that emulate collaborative human-human work.

In early communication among humans, synchrony was
found to be a fundamental mechanism relying on very low-
level sensory-motor networks, inducing the synchronization
of inter- individual neural populations from sensory flows
(vision, audition, or touch) [4][5]. Synchrony is caused by
the interaction but also sustains the interaction itself in a
circular way, as promoted by the enaction approach [6].
Consequently, to become a partner in a working together
scenario, the machine can obtain a minimal level of autonomy
and adaptation by predicting the rhythmic structure of the
interaction to build reinforcement signals to adapt the robot
behavior as it can maintain the interest of the human in more
long-term interactions.

More precisely, as we are aiming for a more ”intuitive”
and ”natural” HRI, we took advantages of recent discoveries
in low-level human interactions and studied Unintentional
Synchronizations during rhythmic human robot interactions.
We argue that exploiting natural stability and adaptability prop-
erties of unintentional synchronizations and rhythmic activities
can solve several of the acceptability problems of HRIs, and
allow rethinking the current approaches to design them.

Based on these assumptions, we proposed in our recent
works a neural model permitting to a NAO robot to initiate
an interaction with a selected human partner and to locate its
focus of attention on this preferred interactant on the basis
of synchrony detection [7]. A summarized description of this
model is given section III.

In order to confirm or deny our assumptions on the
influence of unintentional synchronizations for intuitive HRI,
we propose in this article a collaborative psychological study
to analyze unintentional synchronizations during rhythmic
interactions involving a NAO robot and naive human partners.
Our objective is to measure the quality of unintentional syn-
chronizations during the interactions in two different scenarios
: (i) with NAO moving with a fixed frequency of interaction
(Unidirectional interaction) (ii) with NAO having minimal
abilities (by using our synchrony based neural model) to
adopt the human partner frequency of interaction (Bidirectional
interaction).



II. THEORETICAL CONTEXT

Synchrony is ubiquitous in nature and appear to be an
important parameter for communication for most of the living
species. As good examples we can mention flashing of fireflies
[8], cricket chirping [9], circadian rhythm [10], birds in flocks
synchronizing takeoff and landing [11] and male and female
mosquitoes synchronizing wing beats [12].

Social psychology acknowledged synchrony as an essential
integrated part of human communication [13]. For instance
human verbal interaction is not only speech dependent, in fact,
many non-verbal behaviors such as facial expressions, hand
movements and some other gestures are also to be considered
as important parameters to facilitate the interaction. These
behaviors are synchronized naturally during human social
interactions [14]. Moreover, the ability to synchronize with
each other is tightly linked to the quality of the communication
or interaction [15].

From a neurobiological point of view, several studies used
fMRI and EEG to record the brain activities during social
interaction. Stephens et al. recorded the brain activities of a
speaker (reciting a monologue) and then scanned the brain
of a listener, it was found that there is a temporal and
spatial coupling between the listener and the speaker [16].
Recently, a new technique called hyperscanning (used with
fMRI and EEG) made possible to record the brain activities
of two persons simultaneously when they are engaged in social
interaction. Babiloni et al. observed that, during card playing
if one of the participants have to play a card (as a response
to the play of the other), a brain activity is visible in the
right prefrontal and parietal areas of both the first player
and the companion [17]. Recent works of Dumas et al. [18]
using hyperscanning has revealed the emergence of inter- brain
synchronization across multiple frequency bands during social
interactions (spontaneous exchanges between two participants
of intransitive bi-manual movements). Examining the phase
synchronization between the two brains, it appears that these
synchronous exchanges exhibit the emergence of an interindi-
vidual brain- web (linked to the sensorimotor information)
across several frequency bands. Symmetrical patterns were
found in low frequency band (may be due to coordinated
dynamics of hand movements) and asymmetric in higher
frequency. From all these data, we can conclude that these
inter subject synchronizations are not planned as high level
processing but result in low level analogical synchronization
of neural populations from the sensory flow (vision, audition
etc.) otherwise millisecond synchronization would never be
obtained.

One of the interesting aspects of these social synchro-
nizations is their Unintentional nature. In fact, synchrony or
entrainment is also used as a physiological indexe (for instance
heart rate variability and respiration [19]). This physiolog-
ical entrainment could be considered as an important way
of communication among interactants through mutual bodies
[20]. Watanabe et al. showed the existence of respiratory
entrainment among interactants during face to face communi-
cation [21]. Ruth Feldman demonstrated the powerful impact
of maternal-infant social contact on the infant physiological
systems, his bootstrapping analysis indicates that mother and
infant coordinate heart rhythms through episodes of interac-
tional synchrony [22].

Studies of Interpersonal motor coordination point out this
very low level mechanism of unintentional synchronization or
communication among people. For example when an adult
and child walk together, unconsciously they try to maintain
the same phase by constantly adjusting the length or the
frequency of their steps [23]. Moreover, individuals have their
own clapping frequencies, but people tend to applaud in a
synchronized way [24].

In addition, Issartel et al. studied interpersonal motor-
coordination between two participants when they were in-
structed not to coordinate their movements. The results showed
that participants could not avoid unintentional coordination
with each other [23]. In recent research on schizophrenia,
Varlet and al. examined intentional and unintentional so-
cial motor coordination in participants oscillating hand-held
pendulums from the wrist. The results showed that for a
participant suffering from schizophrenia, intentional motor
coordination remained impaired however, unintentional social
motor coordination was preserved. This study demonstrates
that unconscious communication sustains even though the
patients are suffering from social interaction disorder [25].

Furthermore, developmental psychology also acknowl-
edges synchrony as a prime requirement for interaction be-
tween a mother and her infant [20]. An infant stops inter-
acting with his mother when she stops synchronizing with
him [26]. An interesting aspect of these inter- individual
synchronizations is their unintentional nature (for instance
infants synchronize their legs motion with adult speech [27]).

Mimicry is another good example of the influence of un-
intentional synchrony in the development process. For infants
development, imitation has been suggested to play a key role
in the learning of many abilities including motor skills and
language as well as the understanding the goals, intentions,
and desires of others [28]. Usually, imitation occurs when one
person explicitly and intentionally performs anothe’s motor
movement like when a child imitates her mother’s clapping.
By contrast, mimicry is the unconscious tendency to perform
another’s behavior when interacting (i.e, the chameleon effect,
[29] such as when one person’s yawn causes another person
to yawn. The matching of another’s action by an observer
is said to be mediated by the mirror neuron system located
in the premotor and parietal brain regions that is activated
when an action is both observed and performed [30] although
the specific mechanisms responsible for intentional imitation
and mimicry may be different [31]. Yet the intentional side
of neonate imitation can be questioned and the differentiation
between mimicry and imitation is perhaps an effect of the baby
development.

Hence synchrony is a fundamental mechanism in early hu-
man communication. It provides a way to build reinforcement
signal and to evaluate the quality of the interaction.

Different groups of researchers have started to investigate
the stability of human-robot interactions using synchrony and
anti-synchrony as a link between stable internal dynamics and
bi-directional phase locking with the caregiver [32][33][34].
Blanchard and Canamero proposed a velocity detection system
to synchronize the movements of two robots to improve the
reactivity of agents to changes in their environment [35].
Michalowski et al. developed a dancing robot to analyses



Fig. 1. Setup for our experiments. (a) Nao robot (b) human-robot interaction.

the properties and significance of synchronized movement in
general social interaction [36]. Ikegami and Iizuka [37] used
the genetic algorithm technique and showed that coupling
and turn-taking between two agents are sensitive to the dy-
namics of interaction. Crick et al. programmed a robot for
drumming (with human drummers) by integrating multiple
sensors input (oscillators). They showed that precise syn-
chronization between humans and robots can be achieved by
fusing multiple sensors input although the incoming data is
imperfect [38]. Moreover, Hafner and Kaplan presented the
idea of interpersonal maps. These maps are the geometrical
representation based on one’s own behavior and the others.
Using these maps, different types of interactions for instance
imitation can be detected [39]. In the same way, we have shown
that an expressive head can easily learn to recognize facial
expression if the human caregiver resonate/imitate the robot
facial expression. He/she provides a visual feedback correlated
with the robot internal state. A classical online conditioning
mechanism is then sufficient to learn the correct association
[40][41].

Finally, Marin et al. underlined, in their psychological
studies, that motor resonance between robots (humanoid) and
humans could optimize the social competence of human-robot
interactions [42].

III. NEURAL MODEL FOR SYNCHRONY DETECTION AND
PARTNER SELECTION

The core of the presented work is a psychological inves-
tigation on unintentional synchronization during human robot
rhythmic interactions. For the sake of clarity, before detailing
this study, a summarized description of the neural model
permitting NAO to interact with naive human subjects is given
in this section. We invite the reader to refer to [7] for a
complete picture of this model.

The original model developed in [7] is composed by
three parts: a simple dynamical interaction model, a selection
of partner architecture and a Focus of attention mechanism.
However, here, we will use only the two first sub-parts of the
model for initiating the interaction and selecting the partner
on the basis of synchrony detection (see figure 2). The used
experimental setup is illustrated in figure 1.

As a first step towards human-robot interactions, we use a
simple dynamical interaction model (figure 2, part a) to provide
minimal abilities to the robot to interact with humans on the
basis of synchrony by adopting the phase and frequency of
its partner. Figure 2 (part a, dotted box) shows the oscillator
module controlling the robots dynamics (oscillations) [43]. It
consists of two neurons N1 and N2 inhibiting each other

proportionally to the variable β. The oscillating frequency is
a function of the variables α1, α2 and β:

N1(n+ 1) = N1(n)− βN2(n) + α1 (1)

N2(n+ 1) = N1(n) + βN2(n) + α2 (2)

Normally, the robots oscillator, representing the internal
dynamic of the robot, oscillates at its own frequency and
amplitude. Let now consider a human trying to interact with
the robot by moving its arm in front of NAO. The motion in
the visual field is then estimated by an optical flow algorithm
[44], the velocity vectors are then converted into positive
and negative activities. If the perceived movements are in the
upward direction, the oscillator gets the positive activity and its
amplitude increases on the positive side. On the contrary, if the
negative activity is perceived, the amplitude goes down. Lets
now rephrase the mathematical equation of the robot oscillator
by:

N1(n+ 1) = N1(n)− βN2(n) + α1 + f ′ (3)

Where f ′ is the energy induced by the optical flow ac-
tivities. Consequently, when an agent interacts, depending on
the visual energy (optical flow) produced by its movements,
the robots oscillator will be modified (frequency and phase)
but within certain limits, defined by a coupling factor to avoid
saturations.

This first model provides a basic architecture initiating
automatically a human-robot interaction by synchronizing the
agents movements (in an imitating framework). The Part (b) of
Figure 2 describe a selection of partner model completing the
previous one to choose an interacting partner among various
interacting agents. It can be segregated into two parts. The first
one is the dynamical interaction model (part a) and the other
one is the frequency-prediction module. Previously, the robot’s
oscillator was directly linked to the external visual stimuli f ′
now, the coupling activities are linked with the frequency-
prediction module (f ′′). The equation of the oscillator 3 can
be rephrase as : N1(n+ 1) = N1(n)− βN2(n) + α1 + f ′′

Where, f ′′ is the coupling energy feed by the frequency-
prediction block. The other variables remain unchanged.

The selection of partner architecture works in two phases:
a learning phase and a testing phase. During the learning
phase, the robot perceives and learns its own dynamics. It
initiates two processes. The frequency-prediction module starts
now predicting the robots modifiable oscillator as a weighted
sum of visual stimuli induced by its own movements. As a
consequence, it also modifies the robots oscillator. This process
of modifying, learning and adapting continues and converge
after some time. We used a Least Mean Square (LMS) [45]
algorithm for the learning of the frequency-prediction module.

After this learning phase, when an agent interacts with a
frequency close to the learnt one, weights (that are already
learnt on modifiable links of the LMS) are associated with
the visual activities induced by the human movements and
robots modifiable oscillator adopts the interactant frequency
and phase. If the interacting frequency is different from the
learnt one, the weights could not be associated with the visual



Fig. 2. (a) Dynamical Interaction model (b) Selection of Partner: select
an interacting partner on the basis of synchrony detection among various
interacting agents.

stimuli and the robot continues to move at its default frequency.
The same is true in the case of multiple interacting agents.
Among several interactants, only the agent having a similar
dynamic (frequency) as the robot is selected. It is worth
noticing that the range of accepted frequencies of interaction
(around the learnt one) is dependent on the value of the
coupling factor.

As it is described previously, Nao is able to select and
interact with a partner having rhythmic movements similar or
close to its inner dynamic represented by just one oscillator.
One of the main goal behind this work is to use unintentional
synchrony as an automatic starting point for human/robot
interactions leading to a developmental learning of more
complex tasks by imitation games. To do so, the robot must be
able to select (synchronize) and interact with multiple agents
having different dynamics of motion (or one agent moving with
different complex movements). The robot must be capable of
selecting partners in a larger band of frequencies (different
dynamics of motion).

In order to test a possible generalization of our model to
more complex tasks we introduced (using the same model de-
scribed previously) three different oscillators A, B and C with
the following frequencies fA = 0.441Hz, fB = 0.83Hz and
fC = 1.153Hz respectively. All these oscillation frequencies
are learnt by three different signal-prediction modules. These
oscillators determine the Nao’s current oscillation frequency
and switch according to the visual stimulus. When there
is no visual stimulus, one of the oscillators is randomly
selected (every 4 seconds). This phase simulates in a very
simple manner a babbling state (3 simple gestures randomly
performed). As the interacting agent arrives and interacts with
a given frequency, the signal-prediction module which is near
to this frequency synchronizes with it. Our architecture selects
among three oscillators, the one having the minimal error
regarding to the external visual stimulus induced by the human
partner. The reader can refer to [7] for more details about these
experimental results.

IV. MATERIALS AND METHOD

A. Subjects

In total, 15 young students from the university of Montpel-
lier 1 (8 men, 7 women) participated in the experiments. Their
ages vary between 18 to 25 years and their height between 1.56
cm to 1.9 cm . Among the participants, 14 of them are right
handed while a single one is left handed. All the subjects are
healthy with no physical, psychological or neurophysiological
impairments.

B. Apparatus

The experimental setup is similar to the one shown in the
figure 1. Components of our experiment includes : Human
naive subjects; a Nao robot with an added external camera to
avoid the limitation of the Nao’s camera which is limited to 10
Hz (frame rate) through the ethernet connection; a Laptop to
control the robot; two Goniometers, a first one fixed on NAO’s
shoulder to measure its movements and a second one fixed on
the subjects shoulder to measure their motion signals; another
Laptop to records the Goniometers output signals.

The frame rate for our experiments is 30 Hz. The distance
between the human and the robot is about 1.5 meters. The
external camera is set at the same distance from the subjects
at a height of 0.9 meters from the ground. NAO’s shoulder is
at a distance of 1,3 meters from the ground.

C. Conditions and Stimuli

As introduced above, one of the main goal of this work is
to study unintentional synchronizations for two different types
of rhythmic human robot interactions : Unidirectional ones and
Bidirectional ones.

Unidirectionality can be defined here as interactions where
only one of the two agents (the human or the NAO robot)
has the ability (or possibility) to synchronize his/its dynamics
with the other partner who, in contrary, is moving with his/its
own dynamics regardless to his/its external environment (blind
conditions).

Therefore, Bidirectional interaction correspond to interac-
tions involving agents (human and robot) with mutual capaci-
ties of synchronization.

Consequently, the experiments were performed using 4
different conditions, 2 unidirectional ones and 2 bidirectional
ones. For all the conditions, no a priori knowledge was given to
the subject regarding the way that the robot will move and react
during the interaction. Each subject performed in a randomly
chosen order 12 trials, 3 trials for each condition. Each trial
lasted 30 seconds except those of the condition 4 which have
durations of 60 seconds.

1) condition 1, Unidirectional, Blind and Deaf Human Vs
NAO controlled by the simple synchrony model: The subjects
are instructed to close their eyes while listening a white noise
and to move their arm continuously and in oscillatory manner
with their preferred frequency. In this condition, the subject
are not able neither to perceive nor to hear NAO’s movement.
The reason behind this choice is to be sure that the subjects
move with their ”real” natural frequency by removing all the
external visual or acoustic perturbations.



Nao is controlled by the simple synchrony model. Its arm
produce oscillatory movements with a frequency of 0.35. The
coupling factor is set to 0.4 giving the robots ability to adapt its
motion dynamic to a large range of frequencies of interaction
(approximatively from 0.2 to 0.5 Hz).

This condition permits in particular to measure the natural
motion frequency of each participant.

2) condition 2, Unidirectional, Blind NAO Vs human:
As for the previous condition, the subjects are instructed to
move their arm continuously and in an oscillatory manner with
their preferred natural frequency while focusing their visual
attention on NAO’s arm.

Here, Nao is also controlled by the simple synchrony model
but the camera was turned off. Consequently, NAO moves
its arm with oscillatory movements corresponding to the first
fixed frequency of 0,35Hz but never adapt its movements to
the human behavior (it can not perceive the external stimuli).
NAO’s arm can be seen in this condition as a pendulum
oscillating with a fixed frequency.

3) condition 3, Bidirectional, Human Vs NAO controlled
by the simple synchrony model: This condition is similar to
the second one except the fact that NAO’s camera was turned
on. NAO’s arm is then controlled in the same manner as in
the condition 1 with capabilities to adapt its movements to
the motion frequencies of the subjects. The large range of
accepted frequencies of interaction is limited by the coupling
factor which was set to 0.4 as in the condition 1.

4) condition 4, Bidirectional, Human Vs NAO controlled by
the partner selection model: The instruction for the subject
remain the same as for the condition 2 and 3. NAO’s arm is
now controlled by the selection of partner model leading to
abilities to synchronize its movements ”only” with humans
having motion frequencies close to one of these following
learnt frequencies : 0,21 Hz, 0,35 Hz,0,56 Hz. The coupling
factor is here set to a lower value of 0.07, consequently Nao
can synchronize only with small ranges of frequency which
are approximatively : 0,19 to 0,22 for the first learnt frequency,
0,32 to 0,37 for the second one and finally 0,52 to 0,63.

D. Data Filtering and measurements

We computed the shoulder angular displacements by re-
ducting the 2 dimensional signals of the goniometers to a 1 di-
mensional signal using a Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
on each trial and analysing only the first obtained componant.
A fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis performed on the data
revealed that the frequency spectrum was essentially located
below 1 Hz. Thus, we filtered data with a second-order dual-
pass Butterworth filter with a 3 Hz cut-off frequency. Finally,
linear trends have been removed from the obtained vectors. We
used three measures to quantify and analyze synchrony from
the obtained signals : the instantaneous frequency of both NAO
and Humans as a function of time, the mean frequency over
each trial of both NAO and Humans and an index of synchrony
between NAO and the Human partner for each trial.

The instantaneous frequency Fi is the derivative function
(in time) of the angle obtained after filtering the signals using
Hilbert transform. The mean frequency Fm is the mean values
of the instantaneous frequencies.

To obtain the index of synchrony Is of two signals S1 and
S2, we will use the following equation :

Is =

∑N

i=1
cos(θS1

h (i))− θS2
h (i))

N
+

∑N

i=1
sin(θS1

h (i))− θS2
h (i))

N
(4)

θS1
h and θS2

h are respectively the Hilbert transform angles of
the signals S1 and S2 after centering them relative to their
mean value. N is the number of samples.

V. RESULTS

A. condition 1 (Unidirectional)

For this first condition, the subjects are in blind and deaf
conditions, the main reason for that is to measure their natural
and preferred motion frequency while all the possible external
visual or acoustic disturbances are removed. We can notice
that the human subjects frequencies varies between 0,15 and
0,5 Hz.

As we can see figure 4, the majority of the indexes of
synchrony of all the subjects trials are over 0,5 proving that
the simple synchrony model managed well to synchronize the
robot behaviors with the blind and deaf human partners. Nerve-
less, in some minor trials, this model failed to synchronize
NAO with the subjects. Most of the fails are logical because the
subject frequency are outside the range of accepted frequencies
of interaction (0.2 to 0.5 Hz) like for the subject 2 (trial 3),
subject 4 (trial 2) where the frequencies are under 0.2Hz or
for the subject 8 (trial 3) where the frequency is higher than
0.5Hz. On the other hand, for the subject 3 and 15 (moving
with acceptable frequencies) the low values of the index of
synchrony is due to phase shift.

B. condition 2 (Unidirectional)

The robot move with a fixed frequency of 0.35 without
any possibility to change it as the camera was turned off. The
subjects are asked to move here with their preferred natural
frequency regardless to Nao’s oscillations but with a visual
focus of the arm of the robot. Consequently, the synchrony
indexes show globally bad synchronizations except for the
subjects 3, 5, 11 and 14 who couldn’t avoid entrainment and
unintentional synchronization in some of their trials (see figure
4). Nevertheless, a close look to the figure 4 representing the
mean frequencies demonstrates that : (i) by comparing with
the natural frequencies extracted from the condition 1, except
for the subject 8 and the third trial of the subject 5, the subjects
shifted their frequency toward Nao’s fixed frequency.(ii) most
of the shifted frequencies are very close or equal to Nao’s
frequency excepted for the subjects 2, 3, 8 and 12 who have
natural frequencies mostly under 0.25 or over 0.45 Hz. The
low synchrony index values for the other subject in due to
phase shifts.

C. condition 3 (Bidirectional)

As for the condition 1, the robot is now controlled by
the simple synchrony model with a turned on camera, it can
consequently react and adapt its frequency relative to the
human subjects movements (in a range of 0.2 to 0.5 Hz). The
subjects can now perceive Nao’s arm. As illustrated in figure 4,
we obtained globally in this bidirectional interaction enhanced



Fig. 3. Instantaneous frequencies of NAO and the subject 8 in his first trial
of the condition 4

synchrony indexes if we compare with the condition 1 (blinded
subjects). We can notice bad synchronization for the subject
3 (trial 2) due to his very high frequency (more than 0,5) and
for the subject 12 (trial 2) and subject 15 because of phase
shifts.

D. condition 4 (Bidirectional)

This condition is the most difficult to analyze because using
the partner selection model, the robot behavior switches from
a frequency to another every 4 seconds unless it was able to
synchronize with a partner moving with frequencies inside the
following ranges [0,19 to 0,22]; [0,32 to 0,37] and [0,52 to
0,63] around the three learnt frequencies 0.21, 0.35 and 0.5.

As showed figure 4, mainly, the mean frequencies of the
robot and the subjects are close but the results on synchrony
indexes are mixed. This result is due to the fact that the
robot behavior can be considered here as a perturbation for
the natural frequencies of the subjects. Additionally using a
very low coupling factor the ranges of acceptable frequencies
of interaction (by NAO) are drastically reduced making it dif-
ficult to synchronize. Moreover, due to the periodic frequency
switching of the robot, the mean frequencies and a global index
of synchrony are not much representative of the quality of the
synchronizations over time. A good example is the subject 8
(trial 1), in fact, despite a low synchrony index, if we have
a close look to the figure we can notice that the subject is
regularly synchronized with the highest learnt frequency of
NAO.

On the other hand, when the natural frequencies of the
subjects (deduced from the condition 1) are really close to the
one of the three Nao’s learnt frequencies, we can notice good
synchronization as for the subject 2, 5 and 9 having natural
frequencies respectively close to 0.2, 0.35 and 0.35.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Analyzing the experimental results, we can make the
following deductions :

1) By comparing the condition 1 (Unidirectional) and
the condition 3 (Bidirectional) that NAO and the
subjects synchronize better and naturally in Bidirec-
tional interaction. This confirmed fact was already
observed for human-human interactions [46] and the
necessity of minimal behavioral adaptation for social
interactions.

2) From the condition 2 (Unidirectional) we can also
confirm that humans could not avoid unintentional
entrainment when they perceive the robot moving
with a different and fixed frequency ( of 0.35 Hz).
However this entrainment exist but decreases if the
subjects frequency is far from the robots one, from
the experimental results : under 0,25 and over 0,5.

3) The condition 3 gives the observation of easier natural
and unintentional synchronization in bidirectional in-
teraction. Moreover, an interesting fact is that mutual
entrainment can be noticed as the two agents (human
and robot) shift their frequency close to their partner
dynamics leading to synchronizations on frequency
ranges half way from the two original natural fre-
quencies of the agents.

4) On the contrary of the condition 1 and 3, the robot
in the condition 4 is highly selective. Using a very
low coupling factor for this condition simulate unin-
tentional behaviors of the robot as it can react only
to partners having very close dynamics of interaction
implying very low level synchronization and minimal
cognitive load. The results showed effectively that
humans having dynamics not close to the robot
could not unintentionally synchronize. On contrary,
they synchronized in the condition 3 because of the
permissive coupling factor controlling the robot arm
oscillator. In this third condition we can consider the
robot reacting in an intentional manner.

From these global observations, we can assume that for
intuitive and natural interactions, unintentional synchronization
is an important parameter as it can initiate and sustain the
interaction with minimal cognitive load facilitating social inter-
action and cognition. We proved that giving to a robot minimal
abilities to adapt its behavior relative to external visual stimuli
(optical flow), the human partner is able to naturally interact
and coordinate with the robots dynamics through unintentional
synchronization.

This mechanism (unintentional synchronization) must be
important for the infant development. In fact, it can be used as
a reinforcement signal to segment phase where the infant have
to learn (because of the sustain of the interaction) and phases
where he must stop learning as he do not have un model to
imitate in order to enhance his physical and social cognition.

In short-time future works, we plan to complete this study
by comparing the results with the case of intentional conditions
by instructing the subjects to synchronize their movements
intentionally with the robot arm movements. Additionally, we
are aiming to quantify more precisely the effects of changing
the coupling factors of the robots oscillators on unintentional
and intentional synchronization. This coupling factor will also
be measured on humans by extracting their range of ”natural”
frequencies of interaction.
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